
Message

From:

on behalf of

Sent:

To:

CC:

Subject:

Kimberly Wall [kimberlywall@yahoo.com]

Kimberly Wall <kimberlywall@yahoo.com> [kimberlywall@yahoo.com]

1/27/2004 6:22:10 PM

Milton Diaz [mdiaz@bbity.com]

Nicole Nestel [nnestel@bbity.com]

Meetings

Hi Milton,
Thanks for the update.

FYI, this afternoon Guy Souza
meeting on Thursday at 9:30am

It will entail a presentation
(adhering to Navic templates)
the presentation.

and two people
with Nissan to

similar
and the

from sales (David & Bill) asked Nicole and 1 to attend a
discuss the Nissan and Infiniti branches of Promo content.

to the Powerpoint for Toyota.
Powerpoint this week and then

Per David, the contract with Nissan outlines

*

*

*

the following content:

I'll be building some sample screens
finalize it early next week before

Custom PROMO Gateway Pages for Nissan and Infiniti.
Video and PROMO Page functionality for all current and upcoming Nissan and Infiniti models.
Additional PROMO Pages per Nissan Motor Corporation specifications for calendar of events,

manufacturer sales events, and other information per Nissan specifications.
* separate PROMO Gateway Pages for each individual Nissan Hawaii dealer.
* up to five Infiniti motor sales new or used vehicle listings with advertising frame, photo, price
graphic and text. These can be changed out weekly for no additional charge.
* Includes all interactive television development costs and creation of all relevant Nissan,
Infiniti, and dealer PROMO Pages.
* After initial set-up, additional PROMO Pages can be changed out at any time for $50 encoding fee.

kw

Milton Diaz <mdiaz@bbitv.com> wrote:

Hi Noreen -

Monday Feb 2 at 2:00 pm is perfect. At a minimum it will be Kim wall, Nicole Nestel and myself
attending.

We look forward to seeing you then.

mdp

 Original Message 
From: kuniyuki@oceanic.com [mailto:kuniyuki@oceanic.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2004 1:23 PM
To: mdiaz@bbitv.com
Subject: RE: Follow-up to our meeting

Hi Milton,
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We can meet on Monday afternoon Feb 2 from 2-3 pm. Hope this is okay.

Noreen

 Original Message 
From: Milton Diaz [mailto:mdiaz@bbitv.com]
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2004 7:44 PM
To: kuniyuki@oceanic.com
Subject: RE: Follow-up to our meeting

Hi Noreen -

Thank you for your response, it is appreciated. Tuesday is not possible for us, as we have presentations
i n the morning and afternoon that I must participate in. Is Monday afternoon, Feb 2nd a possibility?
Otherwise, perhaps first thing Thursday morning, Feb 5th, before we go to the airport in the early
afternoon.

Sorry for the complications and thanks.

mdp

 Original Message 
From: kuniyuki@oceanic.com [mailto:kuniyuki@oceanic.com]
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2004 6:48 PM
To: mdiaz@bbitv.com
Subject: RE: Follow-up to our meeting

Hi Milton,

I'm sorry for the delay in replying back to you. Feb 4 being a Wednesday is not a good day for us,
particularly Norm who has meetings practically all day every Wed. Could we meet on Tuesday Feb 3
i nstead --- Norm, Allan and I are available from 10am-llam.

Thanks for your patience!

Noreen Kuniyuki
Director, IT
Oceanic Time Warner Cable
200 Akamainui St.
Mililani, HI 96789

phone: (808) 625-8305
fax: (808) 625-5888
email: kuniyuki@oceanic.com

 Original Message 
From: Milton Diaz [mailto:mdiaz@bbitv.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2004 7:14 PM
To: kuniyuki@oceanic.com
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Subject: Follow-up to our meeting

Hi Noreen -

I apologize that it has taken several days to get back in contact after our meeting last week; the travel
schedule has been a bit hectic. Nicole Nestel, Kim Wall (our Creative Services head) and myself are now
at Navic attending a 3-day training session, which is going very well.

It was a pleasure to meet with you and I look forward to our working together on the joint Oceanic/BBiTV
projects. During our meeting, you mentioned that you had architectural or other information regarding
the Navic applications you have constructed that you could share with us. I am very interested in
reviewing this information so that I may have a better understanding of these applications. Please let
me know when you will be able to share these with me.

In the meanwhile, we are working on the new "look" for the commercial products and are making good
progress. Kim Wall will be in Honolulu with me the first week of February and we would like to meet with
you, Norm and Alan again to review our concepts. Would Wednesday, Feb. 4th be available for a meeting?
Please let me know.

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.

Best regards,

Milton

Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! SiteBuilder - Free web site building tool. Try it!
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